
 We began the time together looking at how 

Jesus dealt with the different culture of the Samari-

tans in the Gospel of John. His purpose was mis-

sional—to seek out and save the lost, to do what his 

father does, and to complete his father’s work.  He 

invites his disciples to open their eyes and see how 

the fields are ripe for harvest.  Opening our eyes 

inward and outward became a focus of  our train-

ing. 

 Elizabeth McVicker took us through the Ka-

leidoscope Institute’s handbook ‘For competent 

leadership in a diverse, changing world’ with guide-

lines, tools and insights into our individual cultural 

makeups. 

 Youngsook Kang then gave us feedback on 

our Individual Intercultural Development Invento-

ries. We looked at the 5 areas of development:  De-

nial, Polarization (Defense/Reversal), Minimiza-

tion, Acceptance and Adaptation, concentrating on 

the minimization area where many of us landed in 

our individual and group inventories.  We took an 

Intercultural Development statement test to check 

our understandings of these 5 development areas. 

    (to the next column) 

 
Our training in August was well received by all! 
 
A big THANK YOU to Rev. Elizabeth McVicker, 
 
Rev. Youngsook Kang and to all of you who  
 
participated! 
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Fall is around the corner.  Take time to ‘smell  the roses’. 

Youngsook then had us take the Intercultural 

Conflict Style Inventory which had four style 

areas: Discussion, Engagement, Accommoda-

tion and Dynamic.  She encouraged us to reflect, 

be intentional, verbalize and work our plans. 

 Brenda Lear then led us in a conversa-

tion focusing on where this group has been and 

possibilities of where we might begin to go. 

More about this direction will be the focus of 

the October issue. 

 On Thursday morning, Brenda led a dis-

cussion of naming the cultures in our churches 

and conference.  Steve then helped us experi-

ence cultural conflict by a card game, role play 

and discussion of insights and experiences of 

what we had just been learning. 

 The morning ended with a meaningful 

celebration of Communion. 

 

All in all, this training dug deep into our realiza-

tion of the hidden inward cultures we all have, 

and how those cultures have affected all of our 

outward work with the cultures we encounter 

not only in our churches, but in our lives. 
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